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3,153,489 
‘ RA t'JAR 

William H. Leavengood and Reppard D. Thomas, Savan 
nah, 6a., assignors to Central of Georgia Railway Com 
pany, Savannah, Ga, a corporation of Georgia 

Filed July 10, 1962, Ser. No. 2%,7‘27 
10 Claims. ((11. 214-85’) 

This invention relates to railway cars, and particularly 
to railway cars having self-stowing loading ramps. 
The practice of transporting highway truck trailers by 

rail on flat cars has become quite extensive. It provides 
an economical method of moving trailer loads of goods 
from shipping point .to destination. Loading and unload 
ing the trailers on and off ?at cars has presented some 
problems, particularly in areas where there is insufficient 
rail traf?c to justify permanent loading docks or ramps. 
Where these conditions exist, it is necessary to bring in 
a portable ramp or to improvise a temporary structure. 
The general object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a standard rail car equipped with loading ramps 
which will supply the necessary structural members to 
accommodate tractor-trailer combinations for hauling 
trailers on and off the ?at car, and, when stowed, become 
part of the rail car deck. 
A more specific object is to provide a car so equipped 

having novel means for moving the ramps to and from 
operative and stowed positions. 

Another object is the provision of such a car having 
ramp structure at each end, so that a ramp will be avail 
able for use regardless of which end of the car is connected 
to a train, and the ramp not in use will provide a bridge 
‘from the ramp car to the next adjacent car. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a ramp 

car wherein the ramp mechanism is capable of operation 
by one man. 

‘ Other objects of the invention will become apparent 
from the following description of one practical embodi 
ment thereof, when taken in conjunction with the draw 
ings which accompany, and form part of, this speci?cation. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a railway ramp 

car embodying the principles of the present invention, 
with the ramps being shown in stowed position; 
FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of one end of the car, 

illustrating the ramp in operative, or loading, position; 
FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary side elevation of the cen 

tral part of the car showing a portion of the ramp moving 
mechanism, parts being shown in section for clarity; 
FIGURE 4 is a transverse section through the car body, 

taken on the line 4-4 of FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 5 is a diagrammatic view of the car, illustrat 

ing the ramp in fully extended, loading position, and 
showing the arrangement of the ramp actuating chain 
and its load compensating mechanism; 

‘ FTGURE 6 is a view similar to FIGURE 5 showing the 
ramp partially withdrawn toward stowing position, and 
in at the point of e uilibrium; and 
FIGURE 7 is another view similar to FIGURE 5, show 

ing the ramp in stowed position. 
Referring to the drawings in detail, there is illustrated 

a ?at car 1 equipped with ramp assemblies 2 at either end. 
The car understructure can be of any suitable construc 

tion, and is shown as including a bed frame 3 mounted on 
the usual trucks 4. The bed frame has side rails 5 inter 
connected by a plurality of parallel, spaced cross mem 
bers 6. Spaced inwardly from each side rail, and parallel 
thereto, is an inner rail 7 extending the full length of the 
car and secured to the cross members. The side rails 5 
and the inner rails '7 form, respectively, outer and inner 
guide rails of runways 8 which also form ramp-receiving 
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channels. A pair of bed plates 9 form bottoms for the 
runways 8. The plates 9 of each runway are spaced from 
one another to provide a central slot 10 extending the 
lengths of the runways. A central deck plate 11 may 
be used, so that the major part of the car will be decked 
over. 

Each runway 8 is divided to make provision for stow 
ing two ramps, one at each end. The end of each chan 
nel section is de?ned by cross-over plates 12, ?xed to the 
bed plates 9. These provide transfer bridges from the 
stowed ramps to the runway plates, and convenient mem 
bers to which the stowed ramps may be secured, as will be 
described. The opposite ends of the channel sections, 
that is those ends at the ends of the car, decline as at 13, 
best seen in FIGURES 1 and 2, and diagrammatic FIG 
URES 5, v6 and 7. The runway plates are transversely 
slotted, as at 14 and 15, and the upper surfaces of rollers 
16 and 17, mounted beneath the plate, project through 
the slots to form bearing surfaces for the ramp during 
movement to and from operative position, and support 
surfaces for the ramps when stowed. It is to be noted 
particularly that rollers 16 are located at the juncture of 
the horizontal sections of the plates with the declining 
ends 13; The rollers provide rolling fulcrums about 
which the ramps may tilt during movement. 
The ramps 2 are elongated trough-shaped members 

having bottoms 18, sides 19 and 2t} and outwardly extend 
ing ?anges Z1 and 22 at the tops of the sides. The inner 
sides 20 have their heights reduced, as at 23, adjacent 
their inner ends, so that they will not interfere with the 
undercarriages of trailers passing over the ramps onto 
the ramp channels. The ramp bottoms may be roughened, 
as at 24, or covered with a suitable material to provide 
proper traction for vehicles. 
Each ramp has a bridge 25 at its leading end to form a 

lead plate from the ground to the trailer when the ramp 
is in position for loading and unloading, and a bridge be 
tween the ramp car and a car coupled to it when the 
ramp is in stowed position. The bridges 25 are connected 
to the ramp ends by hinges 26. 
The loading end of each ramp has a foot 27 for con 

tact with the ground for preliminary positioning as the 
ramp is ?rst extended. Jack screws 28, threaded through 
sleeves 29 are provided for proper leveling of the ramp 
end, as will be described. 
The ramps are held in their operative and stowed posi 

tions by means of lock pins. Pins 3t} passing through 
tongues 31 at the trailing ends of the ramps and into 
openings 32 in the cross-over plates 12 hold the ramps 
in stowed position. The same pins passing through the 
tongues 31 and openings 33 at the car end of the ramp 
channels will pin the ramp in operative position. A brace 
bar 34, pinned to the end of one ramp by a pivot pin 35 
and releasably ?xed to the end of the other ramp of a 
pair by pin 36, holds the ramps of the pair in proper 
spaced, parallel relation when in operative position. Pin 
36 may be withdrawn and the brace bar swung about its 
pivot to lie against the side wall of the ramp that carries 
it when the ramps are to be stowed. A pin 37 on the 
ramp having the pivot pin 35 locks the bracer bar in 
inoperative position. 
The ramps are moved to and from operative position 

each by its own drive means 38. This consists of a 
drive chain 39, working through slots It) between the 
channel plates 9, driven from a motor 49. The motor 
may be a simple reversible 110-115 volt electric motor 
operable from any convenient electric source outlet. The 
motor powers a drive sprocket 41 for the chain 39 by 
means of a chain 42 passing over a sprocket 43, on a 
gear reducer 44 connected to the motor, and a sprocket 45 
?xed to shaft 46 which carries drive sprocket 41. The 
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motor, gear reducer andshaft 46 are all mounted on a 
frame 47 suspended from the underside of the car. I 
The frame 47 includes an outer truss frame 48, verti~ 

cal struts 49 extending from the car frame to the truss 
frame, and” slide rails~5tl running from one strut 4%‘ to 
the next. The motor and reducer are mounted on a 
,platformf5l, ?xed itor'the truss frame, and shaft 46 is 
journalled in hearings on the strut ‘4% adjacent the motor 
platform. The slide rails are‘ arranged in pairs, an upper 
pair'52 and a lower pair 53. The structure just described 
is duplicated on each side of the car and mechanisms 
for drivingthe two ramps at 'opposite'e'nds in each side are 
mounted in asingle’frame '47. That'is, a mechanism 33 
'for operating the ramp at one‘end of the car is located at 
the adjacent end of frame “47, while a mechanism 33 for 
operating the ramp at the other end of that side of the car 
is located in the other‘end of the same frame 47 (see PEG 
URE 1'). It is to be n'ote'd'that‘each frame‘47 consists of 
‘two identical sections space'dfap‘art transversely to pro 
vide a central open area in which the drive chain 39 may 
‘move .(see FIGURE 4). ‘ 

d 
When the, two ramps are down, the brace bar 74 is locked 
between them and the jacks 28 are operated to level the 
ramps and properly position the bridges 25. The ramps 

. will be held in extended position by lock pins 39 being 
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Chain 139 is trained overdrive sprocket 41, a pair of . 
‘?oating ‘chain tensionin'g sprockets 54 and 55, a sprocket 
“56 at the car end, upper guide sprocket 57 and lower 
guide sprockets'58. ‘Sproekets'sa'w and 58 are mounted 
.on shafts '?xed to the Tfra‘rn'e in any desired manner. 
vThe'im‘porta‘nt'factors are that sprockets be at substan 
tially ‘the same peripheral level as tensioning sprocket 
‘54 so that at’ti‘mes chain ‘39 ‘may have a level upper ?ight, 
and sprocketba beat a lower level than vsprocket 

Tensioning sprockets 54 and'55 are 'mounted‘on shafts 
'59 andidmjournalled in ‘slides "61 and '62, slidable along 
rails :50, slide'61 ‘riding between the upper pair 52. and 
slide 62 between‘ lower "pair 53. ‘Slides 61 and 62. are 
biased ‘to hold ‘sprockets 54 ‘and 55 in chain tensioning 
position ‘by means of springs ‘63 and 64. The springs 
encircle rods 65 and ‘65 which are connected to the slides 
and journalled ‘in‘the ‘adjacent vertical struts 4%. The 
springs bear against the slides and struts to yieldingly 
‘for‘ce‘the ‘slides away ‘from'the struts. 

Theiram‘ps‘are connected at‘their inner ends to their re 
spective ‘operating‘chains ‘by suitable clips 67. The sev 
eral mechanisms are controlled by movement of the 
ramps,‘eac'h'rar‘np ‘carrying a control'rod '63 which strikes 
limit switches 69 and 70 at the limits of its travel to 
‘stop the dr‘ive‘motor. 
When ‘it‘is'desired‘to lower the ram‘ps‘for loading or un 

loading trailers,'the lock‘pins ‘39am withdrawn from the 
openings in plates 12 to‘release the ramps for movement 
The ramps can be lowered independently or the drive 
mechanisms for ‘both “ramps may be operated together. 
When a drive motor 40 is ‘started, the chain'g?j‘ driven by 
it will start to move in a counterclockwise direction as 
viewed in FIGURES 5, 6 ‘and 7. The force of the pull 
will be imposed from the point of attachment '67 or" the 
chain to the ra‘mp in a counterclockwise direction upon 
the tension sprocket v5'5. This will cause sprocket 55 to 
move slightly inwardly, compressing its spring 64. There 
will be a compensating outward movement of sprocket 
54. As the chain begins to move, the ramp will be 
carried rearwardly, rolling ‘on the rollers 16 and 17. 
When a major portion of the ramp has moved beyond the 
roller 16, the weight of the overhanging portion will tend 
to tip the extended end of ‘the ramp downwardly. This 
force will be opposed by the spring 63, which tends to 
hold the chain in a straight line between the sprockets 
54 and 56. When the overhanging weight of the ramp is 
su?icient, the ramp will tilt, compressing spring 63. 
When spring 63 is completely collapsed, the movement 
of the ramp to ground engaging position will be positively 
controlled. When the foot 2'7 engages the ground and 
the trailing end of the ramp reaches the car end, rod d8 
will strike switch 7% stopping the motor. The bridge 25 
will be swung about its hinge from a position overlying 
the ramp end to a position as an extension of the ramp. 
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‘creased chain length. 
‘automatically"maintain proper counterbalancing action 

inserted in openings 33 at the car end. 
Trailers may be backed up the ramp onto the ramp car, 

and from the ramp car to'a connected car for transporta 
tion. The bridges of the ramps at the opposite end of 
the ramp car may be swung across the space between the 
ramp car and the ‘next car to support trailers moving 
from one'car to another. 

After all trailers are loaded, or unloaded, the ramps 
are raised for stowing. Lock pins 30 are removed, jacks 
28 lowered, if required, and bridges 2.5 swung back to 
is upon the ramp ends. 'Motors 40 are started, and a 
reverse action takes'place. The load now will be upon 
sprocket 54 and its spring 63 will be compressed. As 
the ramp begins its upward movement, its end connected 
to the chain will rise (as‘shown in FIGURE 6) so that 
the chain will no longer occupy a straight line position 
between sprockets 57 and'54 but will follow an angular 
‘path. This‘will require additional chain length which will 
‘be supplied by'comp‘ensating movement of the tensioning 
‘sprockets. When the ram‘p‘reaches a point of equilibrium 
(as seen in FIGURE‘6), the‘downward component of the 
‘pulling force exerted by chain 39 will overcome the weight 
of the overhanging portion‘ of the ramp and draw the ramp 
into a‘horizontal position. As the c'hain’path lessens, the 
tensioning sprockets will move outwardly to‘prevent slack. 
Further movement will roll the ramp to fully stowed posi 
tion, whereupon rod 68 will strike limit switch 69 and 
stop the ‘motor. ' The ramps will be locked in position by 
inserting pins 30 in the openings 32 in the plates 12. 

In all movement'of ‘the ramp, the tensioning sprockets 
will operate to compensate for chain pull and ramp weight 
and tilting movement. The two will act together to main 
tain proper chain tension. When a load in one direction 
is very heavy,'the tension sprocket on the side of the driv 
ing gear in the driving‘direction will collapse, or bottom, 
its spring to take the load. ‘Further compensation will 
then be made by the other tension sprocket to provide in 

The ‘two, working together will 

and proper tension ‘on 'the'chain under all circumstances. 
While in the above one practical embodiment of the in 

vention has been disclosed, it will be understood that the 
speci?c detailed construction shown and described is 
merely by way of example, and the structure may take 
other forms within the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A ramp car comprising, a car frame mounted upon 

‘trucks, spaced parallel runways extending the length of 
the car frame, guide rollers at the end of each runway, 
a ramp associated with each runway at one end of the 
car‘and movable over the roller from an operative posi 
tion as a declining extension of the runway to the ground 
to a stowed position overlying the runway end, and means 
to move the ramps to and from the said positions includ 
ing ‘an endelss chain attached to the end of the ramps 
farthest removed ‘from the car end when the ramps are 
in stowed position, the chain travelling over a drive 
sprocket and a guide sprocket spaced longitudinally of the 
car with the guide sprocket being adjacent the car end 
with which the ramps are associated and the drive 
sprocket being inwardly of the ramp end to which the 
chain is attached when the ramps are in stowed position, 
chain tensioning means biased toward chain tightening 
position located on each side of the drive sprocket and 
movable under ramp weight to permit tilting of the ramp 
and counterbalance ramp weight, and means to drive the 
drive sprocket. 

2. A ramp car as claimed in claim 1, wherein the guide 
sprocket and one of the tensioning means lie in a common 
horizontal plane and de?ne a ?ight path for that portion 
of the chain including the attachment to the ramp ends. 
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3. A ramp car as claimed in claim 2, wherein there 
are limit switches located adjacent the position, of chain 
attachment to the ramps when the ramps are in said posi 
tions of movement operative to discontinue operation of 
the means to drive the drive sprocket, and control rods 
carried by the ramps to contact and operate the switches 
when the ramps are at their said respective positions. 

.4. A ramp car as claimed in claim 1, wherein there 
are duplicate ramps associated with the runways at the 
opposite ends of the car, and duplicate means to move the 
ramps at the said opposite end of the car to said positions. 

5. A ramp car as claimed in claim 4, wherein each 
ramp has a bridge plate hingedly connected to its end 
adjacent the car end when the ramp is in stowed position, 
the bridge plates being movable about their hinges to pro 
vide extensions for the ramps when the ramps are in 
operative position, and to provide crossover bridges from 
the ramp car to a car coupled to the ramp car when the 
ramps are in stowed position. 

6. A ramp car as claimed in claim 4, wherein each 
ramp has a separate means to move it from operative to 
stowed position. 

7. A ramp car as claimed in claim 1, wherein there are 
means to lock the ramp to the car in the operative and 
stowed positions. 

8. A ramp car comprising, a car frame mounted upon 
trucks, spaced parallel runways extending the length of 

‘ the car frame, guide rollers at the ends of the runways, 
a ramp associated with each runway at one end of the car 
and movable over the guide roller from an operative posi 
tion as a declining extension of the runway to the ground 
to a stowed position overlying the runway end, and in 
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6 
dividual means to move the ramps to and from said 
positions, each ramp-moving means including, an endless 
chain attached to the end of a ramp farthest removed 
from the car end when the ramp is in stowed position, 
the chain travelling over a guide sprocket at the end of 
the car and a chain moving and ramp counterbalancing 
assembly spaced inwardly of the car from the ramp end 
in stowed position, the chain moving and ramp counter 
balancing assembly including a drive sprocket around 
which the chain passes and a pair of chain tensioning 
sprockets in engagement with the chain above and below 
the drive sprocket, and means to independently bias the 
tensioning sprockets in a direction away from the guide 
sprocket. 

9. A ramp car as claimed in claim 8, wherein the bias 
ing means for the tensioningsprockets are coiled springs. 

10. A ramp car as claimed in claim‘ 8, wherein the 
guide sprocket and the tensioning sprocket above the drive 
sprocket are located on a common plane to de?ne a ?ight 
path for that portion of the chain. including the attach 
ment to the ramp. 
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